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ABSTRACT

The main objective for thisproject is to design controller for the 3DCrane Model that

helps to overcome the swinging phenomena during the movement of the crane. 3D

Crane model is a simulation or a mini model of the real life autonomous gantry crane

that industries, suchas portand factories, usesto carries heavy loads. Cranes behavior

is similar to pendulum where movement and friction on the load will create a

swinging effect on it. In these industries, swinging of the load will affected their

productivity, efficiency and most importantly the safety. So by having a controller

that have the ability to overcome the swinging effect, this will optimize the

productivity, efficiency and also thesafety. In designing the "anti-swing" controller, a

lotof problems encounter especially when dealing with 3 direction non-linear models.

To understand the 3D Crane Model's capability and ability also will take a lot of

time. This project will require knowledge in all types of controllers since the best

controller out of all the controllers are needed to be use. As for the first part of this

project, a PID controller is selected. Then a Fuzzy Controller are designed to compare

with PID Controller to see which has better accuracy and precision in reducing the

crane's swinging effect.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Study

The main purpose of this project is to design a controller that can reduce and minimize

the swinging effect of 3D crane. Cranes are one of the essential equipment in industry.

Crane are used in numerous industrial application such as loading and unloading loads,

nuclear waste handling facilities, factory automation and many more. In these

applications, it is important that the crane must have as minimum oscillation as possible

since the crane is moving loads that is heavy and might be dangerous and fragile. The

oscillation may affect the productivity and also safety of the equipment and the

environment which tends to be one of important issues and priority in every company.

1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Problem Identification

In every project there must be problems that needed to be solved before completing the

project.As for this project, the following list will summarize the problems:

i. Deriving the System Equation

ii. Understanding and Study on the System Behavior

iii. Choosing the Appropriate Controller

iv. Tuning the Controller

v. Enhancement of the System



1.2.2 Significant ofthe project

This project will improve the efficiency of the crane by improving the oscillation

reduction controller. This controller will reduce the oscillating motion of crane in for

safety and productivity purpose.

1.3 Objective and Scope ofWork

In every project accomplishments, there will always be some objectives to aim and

achieved so that in the end, the project can be completed successfully.

The objectives of this project are:

• Design a controller that reduce the crane swinging and oscillating effect

• Enhance the controller ability by adding features such as obstacle recognition,

path planning and also tracking control

Scope of Study

• PID Controller

• Nonlinear System

• 3D Crane Model

• MATLAB and SIMULINK

• Fuzzy Logic

All this research and the design of swinging reduction controller will be completed in the

first part of the project. On the second part of the project, the scope of work will be

concentrating on some of enhancement and addition futures of the system.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

2.1 Literature Review

The 3D crane is a rather complex object for mathematical description. It contains three

control inputs and consists of the cart, moving in the x-yplane and a payload hanging on

a rope, which can beshifted upand down. Usually, the analysis of cranes is simplified by

the assumption that the angle between the rope and a vertical plane is small enough to

avoid trigonometric functions in describing the position of payload, which leads to linear

equations. Often, themodels presented in literature are two-dimensional. [1]

www.3DCfane.CQin

Figure 1 3D Crane Model
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The 3DCrane is a laboratory system imitating an industrial gantry crane. The size of the

model is customizable and can be as large as 3x3x3 meters long. The crane is controlled

via computer and can move independently in three perpendicular directions. The current

load deviations from the equilibrium down position are permanently processed by a

control algorithm due to the unique 2-D angle measuring unit.

The payload is lifted and lowered in the 'z' direction. Both the rail and the cart are

capable ofhorizontal motion in the 'x' direction. The cart is capable ofhorizontal motion

along the rail in the 'y' direction. Therefore the payload attached to the end of the lift-line

can move freely in 3 dimensions. The 3DCrane is driven by three DC motors. [1]

There are five identical encoders measuring five state variables: the cart co-ordinates on

the horizontal plane, the lift-line length, and two deviation angles of the payload. These

encoders together with the specialized mechanical solution create a unique measurement

unit.

The 3DCrane control system is a perfect tool for research and teaching at technical

universities in the field of automatic control and mechatronic systems. 3DCrane uses

MATLAB and SIMULINK to develop and run the controllers. SIMULINK, Real-Time

Workshop, and the Real-Time Windows Target generate real-time controllers.



2.2 Theory

2.2.1 Basic Crane System

Crane characteristic is similar as a simple pendulum characteristic. Withthe movement of

the crane or a gust of wind on the crane, the payload will start swinging or oscillating.

The system is in an equilibrium state when the weight of the mass is balanced by the

tension of the spring. If the system is displaced from the equilibrium, there is a net

restoring force on the mass, tending to bring it back to equilibrium. However, in moving

the mass back to the equilibrium position, it has acquired momentum which keeps it

moving beyond that position, establishing a new restoring force, now in the opposite

sense and this time due to gravity.

Derived Crane Control System

M€ld - (Mc +- ML)gO - u

Mcx = u— MLg8

Figure 2 Crane Diagram
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Table 1: List of Parameters Values

Parameter Values Description

Mc 7 kg Mass of the cart and moving rail

ML 0.5kg Mass of the load

1 0.35 m Length of cable

g 9.81ms"1 Gravitational force

2.2.2 PID Controller

The Controller compares a measured value from a process with a reference set point

value. The difference (or "error" signal) is then used to calculate a new value for a

manipulatable input to the process that brings the process' measured value back to its

desired set point. Unlike simpler control algorithms, the PID controller can adjustprocess

outputs based on the history and rate of change of the error signal, which gives more

accurate and stable control. (It can be shownmathematically that a PID loop will produce

accurate, stable control in cases where a simple proportional control would either have a

steady-state). PID controllers do not require advanced mathematics to design and can be

easily adjusted (or "tuned") to the desired application, unlike more complicated control

algorithms based on optimal control theory. [2]

Open loop

Open loop system is a system that does not monitor its output nor correct for disturbance.

This method is simple to implement but cannot suppress swing motion caused by external

disturbance. The disadvantage of open loop system is mainly because of its sensitivity to

disturbances and inability to correct for these disturbances. [3]



Figure 3 Open Loop System

Closed Loop

Closed loop system is a system that monitors its output and correct for disturbance. It is

characterized by feedback paths from output. This system compensated for disturbance

by measuring the output response, feeding that measurement back through a feedback

path and comparing that response to the input at the summing junction. This will provide

the ability to eliminate existing swing motion and rejects disturbances at the cost of extra

sensor. [3]

Figure 4 Closed Loop System



Table 2: Relationship ofPID with Rise Time, Overshoot, Settling Time and SS Error

Parameter Rise

Time

Overshoot Settling
Time

SS Error

KP i; XT
Small

Change sx
Ki Z- XI rr Eliminated

Kd
Small

Change £ •*=L i^
Small

Change

Proportional Control (P)

The desired output of a closed loop system is known as the reference signal or the set

point signal. The controller will use the error, or difference between the reference signal

and the measured output signal Proportional control is used to make controller action to

be proportional to the size of error signal

Integral Control (I)

Integral control is used when the system required the controller action to correct for any

steady and continuing offset from desired reference signal. Integral overcomes the

shortcoming of proportional control by eliminating offset without the use of excessively

large controller gain.

Derivative Control (D)

Derivative control makes the controller use the rate of change of the error signal in the

control action.



PID Control

Proportional mode of the integral mode removes the offset and give steady state values

same as the input set value. The addition of the derivative mode enables the system to

rise more rapidly to steady state value. PID is used when rapid and large disturbance may

occur. Derivative mode takes care of rapid changes and I mode the large offset resulting

from the large disturbance.

xr V1 + TjS +V) •

System

V

Figure 5 PID Control of the System

2.2.2.1 Tuning UsingZiegler Method

First method

The first method applies if the response to the step input exhibits an S-shaped Curve.

Such step-response curve may be generated experimentally from the dynamic simulation

of the plant. [11]

y

K

~ Tangent lineal inflettcn point

/ j*

/U T_ C

Figure 6 S-Shape Response Curve
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Table 3:Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rule based onStep Response ofthe Plant

Type of Controller Kp Ti Td

P T/L inf 0

PI 0.9 T/L L/0.3 0

PID 1.2 T/L 2L 0.5 L

Second method

In the second method, the system is connected as figure 8 where Ti is set to infinity and

Td is set to be 0. By only using the proportional gain, the gain is increased from 0 to a

critical value, Kcr, at which the output exhibits sustained oscillation. [11]

Table 4: Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rule based onCritical Gain, Kcr, and Critical Period,
Per

Type of Controller Kp Ti Td

P 0.5Kcr inf 0

PI 0.45Kcr Pcr/1.2 0

PID 0.6IQ, 0.5Pcr 0.125Pcr

11



2.2.3 Fuzzy Logic Controller

The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) are configure as the block diagram below. The FLC

consist of 3 stageswhich is the Fuzzification, Rule Base and Defuzzification.

Fuzzification
Define Rule

Base
Defuzzification

Figure 7 Fuzzy Logic Controller Stages

2.2.3. J Fuzzification

In the Fuzzification stage, the input data is converted into degrees of Membership

Functions for the antecedents (IF) and the consequences (Then). Membership Functions

(Figure 4) generalize the indication functions which represent the degree of truth. The

degree of truth in the membership function is based on the system limitation.

Membership lundion plfrti

Input variable 'posRhm"

Figure 8 Membership Function
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2.2.3.2 Define RuleBase

The Rule Base is where the inputs Membership Function match with all the condition of

rules. Rule Base of the FLC usually done in If -Then Rules. If -Then Rule statement are

used to formulate the condition statement by comparing the input to get the output.

If x is A and y is B, then z is C

Where A, B andCare thefuzzy setsofthe universe ofdiscourse X, YandZ

2.2.3.3 Defuzzification

The last stage is the Defuzzification where the results of Membership Functions are

processed toproducing a quantifiable result infuzzy logic. This stage is the connection

betweenthe control rule base and the physicalsystemto be controlled. Therefore it acts

inversely to fuzzification where this stage covert thedatain membership function to a

data that compatible with the system.

13



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Procedure Identification

All steps and procedures to be taken in carrying out this project have to be clarified step

by step. This methodology section will briefly show the pre-determined track of

accomplishing the project. The project flows are as the flow chart below:

Research and Literature Review

Study on the 3D Crane System Behaviour

Study on PID and Fuzzy Logic Controller

Design the Controller

Testing and implementation

Figure 9 Work Flow Chart
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3.1.1 Research and Literature Review

The Work Flow Chart (Figure 9) shows the projects full work flow. The first three block

is done in the first part of the project which in the FYP 1. The project started by doing

some research onthe anti-sway controller. Few related journals and documentations from

international seminars and conferences are taken as a reference to get a basic and general

idea in starting the project.

3.1.2 3D Crane System Behavior

The project is continued by studying the 3D Crane Model itself. The 3D Crane Model is
studied in details by trying the demos to identify and understand how the system works.

After that, the basic knowledge ofcontrol system is used to design thecontroller.

After deriving the crane system (Chapter 2), the system is tested by simulating the derive

system in SIMULINK software (Figure 10).

.A
©-

>
Mux fcfT-1

-> siKuPE '
-r 'w —

th«s dot then

out_2

outj

—*

—*
Aux ~> f(u "H^r*0—

xdct X

sutA

Figure 10 SIMULINK Model of the Crane
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A SIMULINK Model is designed referring to the control system derived in chapter 2.

The input ofthe Crane SIMULINK System is force which isrepresented by square wave

generated by a signal generator model. The output ofthe system is represented by outl,

out_2, out_3 and out_4 which represented sway angle, velocity of the sway angle,

position and also velocity ofthecrane respectively.

i,

fi~

t-i
I i
I !

Figure 11 InputSignal from the Signal Generator

Referring to the Input Signal from Figure 11, 'A' is a condition where the crane is

starting to accelerate. In condition 'B', the crane stops for few second and in condition

'C is where the crane accelerate back in the opposite direction. One cycle of the signal

will indicatethe movementof the along the axis and back to the initialposition.

16



3.1.3 PID Controller

Figure 12 Output Signal (Position)

From the output signal obtained from the system (Figure 12), the value ofCritical Gain

(Kcr) and Period are obtained. Referring to Table 4, the value of Kp, Ti and Td are

obtained as follows:

Kcr == 0.6-0.28

-0.32

P -27-13

= 7

KP:- 0.6 Kcr

- 0.6 (0.32)

-0.2

17



Ti =̂ 0.5P

=0.5 (7)

=M

Td - 0.125 P

-0.125(7)

- 0.875

After obtaining the value ofall the Proportional, Integral and Derivative parameters, the
controller is tuned by slightly changing the values obtained and observe the output signal.

3.1.4 Fuzzy Logic Controller

Start

Fuzzification

I
Define Rule Base

I
Defuzzification

Figure 13 FLC Design Flowchart
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The design process is started with defining the inputs and outputs of the controller. For
this project, the inputs selected are the displacement (position error) and sway angle. As
for the output, force is selected to supply to the input of the crane system which is in term

of force.

Displacement

Sway Angle

.
Force

ftt

1
w

fuzzy Logic
Control I&t

Figure 14 Inputs and Output of FLC

After defining the inputs and output, each inputs and output must be converted into
degree of truth of membership functions (Fuzzification). For the displacement, the set
point is set to be in range of-1 to 1while the sway angle is set to be in range of -0.5 to

0.5.

The next step is to define the rule base from the relationship of the two inputs to obtain
the desired output. The rule base is in If-Then Rule where ifthe input Ais in condition 1,
and input condition is in condition 2then the output will be in condition 3. The rule is set

in the Rule Editor (Figure 15) in MATLAB.
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B RuleEdfton fcre
fife Edit View Options

1 |f(enorismf1)»»<J{swingismf1Hhen(torceismfl)t1]:
Z!f[error ismfl) and(swing ismf2) then (foice ismfl) (1)
3 II[eriot ismfl) and(swing ismf3) then (force ismfl ] (1 ]
4. If (erroi is mfl j and [swing is mf4] then (force is mf2f (1}
5. If (error ismfl) and(swing h mf5} then (force ismf3) (1)
G. If(erior ismf2) and(swing ismf11 then (force ismfl) [1 ]
7.If tenor is mf2) and [swmgis mf2) then (foice is mf!) (1)
8. If (erroi is mf2) and (swing is mf3) then [foice is mf2) (1)
:9. It (error is mf21 and [swing is mf4] then (force is mf3) (1)
i10. If (error ismf2) and (swing ismf5) then (force ismt4( (1)
111. Ifferror ismf3t and fswino is mf11 then fforce is mf2i 11)

mfl
mf2
mf3
mf4
mf5
none

r""frdt,'.

mil:
mf2

mf3
mf4
rtf5
none

.v:rO$

f^'.
'^Mm^0^':'^':^\

*Ia=

then

•r'ntjl

Delete rule Jd-n^ '$$^iMj\^

n

Figure 15 Rule Editor

Then the controller can be tested by observing the output of the system. Tuning and

modification process can be done by adjusting the rule base of the controller and also the

degree of truth inthemembership functions.
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3.2 Tools and Software

i. INTECO 3D Crane Model

INTECO 3D Crane is a laboratory model to simulate an industrial crane with nonlinear

electromechanical system. This model is a real time model which is controlled by
SIMULINK software viaReal Time Window Target (RTWT)

Figure 16 INTECO 3D Crane Model

ii. RT-DAC/PCI Card

The RT-DAC is type of PCI boards which contains A/D, D/A converters and digital I/O
lines. All the I/O functions are realizable by hardware due to the on-board programmable

logic device. The OMNI board equipped with an EEPROM memory is used to store the
ready-to-use or user-defined logic. Once installed in the computer the board suits to a
number ofapplications that require different types and numbers ofI/O channels. [1]

Figure 17 RT-DAC/PCI Card
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Hi. HEDM 5505/J06 Encoder

This encoder is used as sensors for detection of the crane's and load's motion. It is a high

performance, low cost, two and three channel optical incremental encoders. These

encoders emphasize high reliability, high resolution, and easy assembly. The encoder

contains a lensed LED source, an integrated circuit with detectors and output circuitry,

and a code wheel which rotates between the emitter and detector IC. [4]

Figure 18 Encoder (Sensor for x, y and z Angle)

iv. Power Interface

Power interface is an interface between the RT-DAC/PCI Card with the 3D Crane Model.

It supplies input voltage to the motor onthe crane according to specified value that is set

from the program.

XL ^

Figure 19 Power Interface
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v. MATLAB/SIMULINK

MATLAB is an engineering software that has the ability to do matrix manipulation,

plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces,
and interfacing with programs in other languages. MATLAB/SIMULINK and Real Time
Window Target (RTWT) is used to design and generate real time controller. It contains
the library ofready to use real time controllers. This software will be used to simulate the

controller to reduce the swing motion of the load.

23



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller

Fuzzy Controller is said to have a better accuracy and precision in controlling nonlinear

system. Italso has the advantage to work with 2subsystems. As for this project, the fuzzy

logic is used to consider sway angle with respect to the position error of the system.

Unlike conventional PID Controller, the each controller can onlycontrol onevariable. So

the fuzzy membership rule is set as Table 5 to relate the sway angle with the position

error.

Figure 20 Crane Displacement andAngle Parameter
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Position Error = NS

Force « NB

NB PB

Figure 21 Diagram Representation of the Rule Relationship

4.2 SIMULINK Representation

4.2.1 Fuzzy Logic Controller

The Fuzzy Logic Controller was design in MATLAB using the FIS Editor. Inside this

editor, the inputs variable, output variable and the rules are configured. The range of

inputvalues and output values is alsoconfigured in this FISEditorunder the Membership

Functions Editor. The controller for this project is configured as figure below:

26



Table 5: Relationship between Position Errorand Sway Error

Position Error

' '"^l •?'̂ i.v'-4»' ;'.- IKHf n^M^Mm::Mm&W.^^n •yS;»:i ;&:-h"

;^PSfil NB NB NB NS z

Sway :W^MB NB NB NS z PS

Error W§:$'M NS NS Z PS PS

:lfPlPS NS Z PS PS PB

M;;|'j|ff:i: Z PS PS PS PB

NB = Negative Big

NS = Negative Small

Z = Zero

PS = Positive Small

PB - Positive Big

The rule is defined using above linguistic quantification as a rule base. The rule base is

the most important part in the controller. The optimization and effectiveness of the

controller is depends on how the rule base is construct. For this project, the relationship

between Position Error andSway Error is setto eliminate one another for example:

• If the error is NS and the sway angle is NS, then the force has to be applied is in

NB so that the sway can be eliminated.

25
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Figure 22 Membership Function
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4.2.2 Overall System

From the derived Crane System and the designed Fuzzy Logic Controller, a simulation

block is constructed in SIMULINK (MATLAB) to observe the output of the system. The

simulation is constructed with 2 feedbacks that come from the output displacement and

also the sway angle. The output displacement is compare with the input signal to obtain a

position error. Then the position error is related with the output sway angle by using the

Fuzzy Logic Controller to obtainvalue of force which becomes inputto the crane system.

Sway

Position Error

m\

V PUlM

Control lei

0

ZPK1W
0

CraneSd model

Scope
-m

•*m

Figure 23 SIMULINK Diagram of the Crane System

Figure 24 Sway Output Signal of the Crane System
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4.3 Comparison between PID Controller and Fuzzy Logic Controller

A comparison is done between PID Controller with Fuzzy Logic Controller in terms of

the out put sway angle. The PID calculation is done during the Final Year Project 1 and

with result of output sway is comparedto the output swayof Fuzzy Logic Controller.

-•J PID I—

a^^-=psyic?a

Ganrfe model

Figure 25 3D Crane system with PID Controller
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^

-EH
Dait^j n-.i^ci

Figure 26 Comparison between PID Controller and Fuzzy Logic Controller
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Figure 27 Comparison ofPID Controller with Fuzzy Logic Controller (Sway

Output Signal)

From the sway output signal, we can see that Fuzzy Logic Controller produce smaller

sway angle compared to PID Controller. The outputs shows that the system oscillate

within the range of -0.012 to 0.023 on Fuzzy logic Controller and -0.024to 0.049 on PID

Controller.

Furthermore, it required two PID Controller to control the position and angle (one PID

controller each). Unlike Fuzzy Logic Controller, it only requires one controller to control

the two variables.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

From the result, it is observed that Fuzzy Logic Controller is much better than PID

Controller in reducing the swinging effect of the crane system. However, PID can be

as good as Fuzzy Logic Controller if the controller is tuned properly. In advantage of

using Fuzzy Logic Controller, it only requires one Fuzzy Logic Controller to control

the displacement and sway angle compared to PID Controller where it needs two

controllers to control the displacement and also sway angle of the crane.

The result can be enhanced by proper adjustment and enhancement of the

Membership Functions of the output. This will make the result more accurate

compare to lesser Membership Functions in the output. More combination can be

tested and compare to obtain much smother output.

All the results are obtained from simulation of the system. Implementation on the

system is still on going since there are some technical problems in the model sensor

and also programming to connect the model to SIMULINK.

Theoretically and by simulation, it can be concluded that the Fuzzy Logic Controller

is better than conventional PID controller in handling nonlinear systems
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5.2 Recommendation

To make the project more presentable, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) will be

design for the user to key in the desire position. This will prove that the controllers

are workable in any position specified by the user.

Figure28 GUI for 3D CraneNavigatorsystem

An enhancement such as Figure 28 can be done to make the project more realistic

where the user can key in desired position and view the movement of the crane. In

addition to the GUI forNavigator System, the crane also can be connected to another

sensor to detect obstacle and find another route to the desired position.

Sensor A = Angle Sensor
Sensor B = Obstacle Sensor
Controller A = Anti-swing Controller
Controller B = Obstacle Avoider Controller

Figure 29 New System Configuration with Obstacle Avoider Controller
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Appendix A: Timeline ofFinal Year Project

vSWIfe^I$^f;i ;f;::;po^>Y^:Fcplepl^;

Research

Researches on the background of the 3D Crane are done in order to define the scope
ofwork and identify problem for this project.

Study on 3D Crane System

This stage is the most crucial stage because in order to use the 3D Crane Model, user
need to understand and know how to handle the system, know the capability and
limitation of the system.

Study on Controller

During this stage, different types of controller are studied and the suitable controller
is chosen. The fundamental and basic knowledge on the controller must be acquired
in order to design the controller.



Designing

The selected controllers are design according to the system behavior this stage. For

this project, PID Controllerand FuzzyControllerare selected.

Testing and Implementation

After designing the controller, the controllers are tested on the 3D Crane model.

During this stage, a lot of problem developed. During the compilation of the

controller and system, errors and warnings obtained. Therefore, all the errors and

warning should be overcome to complete the project.



Appendix B: Complete Derivation of the System

Kinetic Energy of the Cart

1

1 2 c

Kinetic Energy of Load

T2=-ML

Where:

r . \

xt2+y2

xx = x +1 sin 0 yx=l cos 9

X\ = x+ id] cos 6 y^--\l6

Moment of inertia

2 r„

Where

Total Kinetic Energy

T = Ti+T2 + T3

(. . \

T=-Mx+-M xr+y'

smQ

1 _ x
+^Jc —

l r.

\21 2 1
T = ~Mx +-Mf

2 c 2
X+10CQS0 + -W$m9

( 2

2\ 1 _ X

2 r

T ^-Mx +-M x +2x10cos 0 + (16y cos20 +(I0y sin'0

Total Potential Energy

U = -MLgy = MLgl cos 9

(4.1.1)

(4.1.2)

(4.1.3)

1 _ x
+ ~Jc —

I r.

(4.L4)

(4.1.4)

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)



Lagrangian Equation

L =Total kinetic Energy + Total Potential Energy

L=-M x +-M,\x +2xl0cos0+(l0)2cos20 +(l0)2sin20
2 c 2 L[

+-Jc^T+ML%\cos0
2 rc

(4.1.7)

Only force in x axis which applied by motor is acting on the cart and swing dynamic.

The 9 coordinate of the system does not have any external force that directly acts

upon it.

Applying the Langrangian Equation,

d dL dL

dt
^dx^ „dx_

d dL dL

dt
30 30

F

-0

Substituting (4.1.7) into (4.1.8)

dL_

d x

M x+M, x+M ,19 cos 9 +

d

dt

dL

d x

3f

dx

= 0

= MC x+MLx+MLl90sm9 + Mll0cos0 +
x

(4.1.8)

(4.1.9)

(4.1.10)

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

F= M.x+MLx+MJ00s\n0 + MLl0cos0 +-T (4\ \2)

In order to linearize the equation, assume that sin0» 9. sin$ &0. cos9&0 and &&0
(This assumption can be made for small 0).



Appendix C: Output Signal of Displacement vs. Reference and Sway Angle

PID Controller

Fuzzy Logic Controller


